a kitchen for all

seasons
A brief for a kitchen to cater for
two cooks ended up combining
interior and alfresco. Gabrielle
Chariton explains.
eaving school as a wannabe
fashion designer, Fiona
Bartucciotto never dreamed she
would one day be designing not
gowns and jackets, but award-winning
kitchens. While the two professions may
seem worlds apart, Fiona says that at
design school, she found herself
enjoying the more technical aspects; the
drawing and drafting.
‘I moved into interior design and I
was looking at soft furnishings and
furniture making,’ she says. Once she
started working, she discovered that the
niche she particularly enjoyed was
kitchens and bathrooms.
After cutting her teeth designing
kitchens for local cabinet-makers and
project builders in Perth, Fiona became
frustrated that she wasn’t able to
integrate her designs more holistically
into the homes’ interiors.
‘I wanted to do more,’ she says. ‘All
I could do was design the cabinets,
tops and doors, then hand it over.’ The
problem with that, she says, is that with
open-plan interiors, the kitchen
represents the visual as well as the
metaphorical heart of the home. ‘The
style of the kitchen carries through the
entire interior,’ she adds.
So, in 2011, armed with a bulletproof
combination of design flair and
technical expertise, Fiona founded
boutique design firm Kitch Design
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Consultancy. The company specialises
in kitchen and bathroom design, but the
service goes beyond that, ensuring a
cohesive interior look throughout. ‘We
design the kitchen, and we can finish
off the rest of the home,’ she explains.
‘We are kitchens and bathrooms and
interiors combined, that’s what makes
us different.’
Kitch Design’s clients hover around
the mid-to-high end, and Fiona says the
company provides works with private
clients and boutique builders. ‘I prefer
to take on a limited number of jobs per
year so I can actually work hand-inhand with my clients.’

Fiona’s ingenious solution was to
divide the space completely and
create two separate kitchens
Fourteen years into her career, the
Perth girl now finds herself on the cusp
of becoming an industry leader, with her
work already making an impression in
the HIA Kitchens & Bathrooms award
scene. ‘I first entered in 2012 [with] one
kitchen and one bathroom. The kitchen

Right: Founder of Kitch Design
Consultancy, Fiona Bartucciotto.
Left: The ‘alfresco’ kitchen.
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Modern classics:
trends for 2014
Fiona Bartucciotto recently spoke at
the Perth HIA Home Show about
kitchen and bathroom trends. This
year, she says, it’s all about putting
a modern spin on classic design.
Here’s a quick run-down:
• Colour: Monochrome colour
schemes featuring endless
shades of grey are gaining in
popularity. Black and white is also
a contemporary choice.
• Styling: Cape Cod and French
Provincial styles are very popular,
Fiona says. ‘And the other trend
that I’m really loving is the
modernisation of the classic styles
… such as modern industrial,
retro and art deco revivals.’
• Timber: Natural timber and
timber laminates are coming back
in for textures.
• Pendant lights: ‘We’re still
working with downlights as a
base, but over the island we’re
seeing really striking pendant
feature lights and a lot of metallic
finishes – copper, brass and gold,’
Fiona says. ‘For example, you
might have an ultra-modern
kitchen with a beautiful copper
bowl pendant as a feature.’
• Tiles: Tiles as splashbacks are
coming back in. Look out for
patterned, 3D-effect feature tiles
and variations on the traditional
subway tiles. ‘These are really
popular, but again, in modernised
versions and great colours,’
Fiona says.
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won and the bathroom became a finalist.
I thought, “Okay, I’m on the right track”.’
Fiona says the awards ‘give your
company more credibility in the market’.
But they are also an important factor in
driving excellence across the entire
industry, she adds. ‘They push for high
standards and high quality of finishes …
and I think that’s really, really important.’
One of Kitch Design Consultancy’s
landmark projects is a kitchen Fiona
designed for a private client, which won
HIA’s kitchen design of the year in
Western Australia in 2012, and became
a finalist in the 2013 national awards.
Thirteen months in the making, the
project was extraordinary from the
start. The clients, a couple in their
sixties who love large family
gatherings, were building a new home
and wanted a kitchen big enough for
two people to cook in without getting in
each other’s way, as well as plenty of
room for entertaining.
‘They had left a space that was about
12.5 metres long [for the kitchen], and
wanted a long benchtop running all the
way through the middle,’ explains
Fiona. They wanted the kitchen to have
two zones, in effect – a his-and-hers
type layout.
‘Everyone always dreams of a big
kitchen but such a layout can be
impractical and unworkable,’ Fiona says.
‘When you start putting in 10-metre
long benchtops, it’s really difficult to
make the spaces connect harmoniously.

You need spaces for fridges, freezers,
oven stacks [to] break it all up. And it
needs to be ergonomic too. When we
looked at it, it just didn’t work or look
great because it was so split up.’
Fiona’s ingenious solution was to divide
the space completely and create two
separate kitchens – one interior and one
alfresco – both interlinked by a central
coolroom (in which the family store
homemade pasta sauces and the like).
Each kitchen has a unique function and
distinctive feel. The main, interior kitchen
is sleek and contemporary, dominated by a
marble island and breakfast bar,
constructed from three hand-selected slabs
of Calacatta Oro. The island forms the
visual anchor for the room, with the
cabinetry picking up on the colour of the
delicate veins running through it. While
Fiona says it’s her favourite part of the
whole kitchen, – ‘it softens the room, and
adds a bit of character’ – it was also one of
the most technically challenging aspects
during construction.
‘We have a breakfast bar on the front
and there’s lighting underneath that which
highlights the stone slabs,’ she explains.
‘And suspending that breakfast bar to the
slab was huge. We had to actually weld
up a big grid framework underneath to
hold it together.’

When you start putting in 10-metre
long benchtops, it’s difficult to make
the spaces connect harmoniously
On the other side of the coolroom is the
second kitchen, which essentially is an
outdoor kitchen. ‘It’s designed to look like
an outdoor kitchen,’ Fiona says. ‘However
it’s technically inside the house under the
main slab, with large bifold sliders leading
out into the courtyard.’
Fiona’s clever layout means that this area
can be either completely separated from
the main kitchen or opened up to create a
massive entertaining area. The alfresco
kitchen carries the same muted colour
scheme, and features cedar panelling on
the ceilings and around the breakfast bar
for durability. The doors are aluminium
frames with acrylic panels, which tie in
with the brushed aluminium kickboards.
A hotplate, barbeque and a custom
pizza-oven dominate the outdoor kitchen.
Because the room is enclosed on three
sides, ventilation over the appliances
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became a huge issue. ‘Can you imagine
barbequing inside a house, how horrible
it would be?’ Fiona laughs. The solution?
A commercial-grade stainless steel
rangehood was custom-made to fit into
the space above the appliances. ‘It looks
great, like a stainless steel bulkhead.’
Outdoor kitchens have been on the
luxury home agenda for about a decade
now, but they’re now appearing in
suburban homes as well. ‘They’re
becoming more and more popular,’ Fiona
says. ‘Especially now that homes are
getting bigger and yards are getting
smaller, people are wanting to bring the
indoors out and the outdoors in.’
The trend is also being driven by
Australia’s Masterchef obsession: we’re
all going gourmet with outdoor pizzaovens, teppanyaki plates and hibachi
grills. ‘You can even have custom-made
barbeques,’ Fiona says. ‘There’s just so
much more choice out there now.’
Every home that Kitch Design has
worked on recently has included an
outdoor kitchen, so Fiona can speak with
authority about the particular challenges
associated with putting them together.
‘Alfresco kitchens are quite different
from traditional kitchens,’ she says.
‘Making them look good and work well is
much harder than for a normal kitchen.
First up, your workflow is different
outside. You don’t usually have an island
so you do have to work a bit harder on the

layout to ensure it functions the way it
should. It can also be a challenge fitting it
in – you’re usually looking at an area of
under three metres, and by the time
you’ve put in a barbeque, a wine fridge
and a sink, it can be quite cramped.’
The main thing with finishes, Fiona
says, is durability. ‘You have to make
sure your materials are UV-stabilised for
outdoor use because otherwise, materials
like vinyl wrap will start peeling from
the light and heat. Depending on the
manufacturer and colour, you will need
to verify if your selected natural or
engineered stones are okay to go outside;
some will fade and can crack.’
If you’re installing an alfresco kitchen
in a coastal area, materials need to
withstand the salt air. ‘Look for products
that are corrosion-resistant, and
materials that are easy to hose down.’
Good choices include tiled or bricked
hobs. Marine-grade boards should be
used for the carcasses, ‘so if it rains or if
there’s a bit of flooding, the marine
grade material will cope better than the
normal moisture-resistant board which
goes into your main kitchens and
bathrooms.’ For doors, aluminiumframed acrylic doors are easy to clean
and can get wet without warping,
twisting or swelling, unlike traditional
interior door materials.
By utilising the indoor/outdoor layout,
Fiona managed to tick all her client’s

Decking out alfresco
Outdoor kitchens, the ultimate
lifestyle addition, are increasing in
popularity. And according to Fiona
Bartucciotto of Kitch Design
Consultancy, the trend is showing
no signs of abating. But in terms
of design and fit-out, what
happens in an alfresco kitchen is
very different from the way we
build interior kitchens. Here are
some points to consider:
• Layout: The ‘work triangle’ layout
doesn’t always apply to an
outdoor kitchen, which is most
often integrated along the wall of
an entertaining area. This means
the placement of appliances and
work surfaces must be carefully
considered.
• Safety: Non-slip floor surfaces, a
sink for cleanliness and in case of
grease fires, and hygienic storage
areas are essential.
• Appliances: Outdoor cooking has
gone way beyond throwing a
couple of snags on the barbie.
Pizza-ovens, hibachi coal grills,
and teppanyaki plates are all
popular inclusions. And, Fiona
says, ‘every outdoor kitchen has
a bar fridge, because it’s designed
for entertaining’. A dishwasher is
also a popular inclusion.
• Materials: Durability is key. ‘Look
for UV-stabilised materials that are
warranted for outdoor use,’ Fiona
says. Tiles, marine-grade ply,
marine-grade stainless steel, and
acrylic panels all work well.

boxes for their kitchen. ‘The clients really
loved it,’ she says. ‘They always wanted to
include a coolroom in the house, so they
were really happy with the outcome – they
each have their own cooking zones, and
the coolroom is so accessible.’
As well as netting her an award, the
kitchen represented a personal achievement
for Fiona. ‘I like the whole brief behind it,’
she says. ‘I come from an Italian family,
and I get the whole big family get-together
… your whole family can sit there and
interact and talk and yell across the room.
The best bit about this whole kitchen is
that it just suits their family, and that was
my favourite thing.’ H
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